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Not just 
shameless self 
promotion… look 
at these folks!





Image source: https://www.azquotes.com/quote/592837
(Some Puritans were ok)



Benjamin Rush, An Inquiry into the Effects of Spirituous Liquors on the 
Human Body and the Mind (1790)

Healthy 
drinking

Increasingly 
unhealthy



Social and economic changes 
made drink appear dysfunctional
• Seen as damaging families
• Affecting health
• Destroying communities
• (this was actually the effect of industrial capitalism, 

but drink was easier to blame)



http://www.maggieblanck.com/Temperance/Temperance.html

Drink destroys 
families and by 
the way you 
consort with 
monsters

No consideration of 
what positive things 
happened in the 
tavern



Source: https://www.thoughtco.com/temperance-movement-prohibition-timeline-
3530548

You are either with 
us or against the 
family and all 
good things.  No 
room for 
moderation.



Government 
agentDrunken husband 

& father

Liquor Licensing  
legislation 

Government regulation is equated to consorting 
with the devil. 



National prohibition: during WWI



Source: http://postcardy.blogspot.com/2014/09/prohibition-in-united-states-and-canada.html

It did not last. 
(and note the 
drinker is a silly 
drunken man)



Source: Lisa Jacobson, “Navigating the Boundaries of Respectability and Desire: Seagram’s Advertising and the Meaning of Moderation 
after Repeal” Social History of Alcohol and Drugs 26 (Summer): 122-46

But perception of drink was changed by temperance

It is a problem to be managed, rather than something “to be received with thankfulness”





How to revive a moral panic 
as per the CCSA 

• Adopt misleading math:16 studies = 6000 studies
• Deploy the language of fear and moral judgement
• Employ distorted data to misrepresent risk
• Tap into general fears of ill-health 
• Pretend alcohol is the sole risk factor
• Narrow your focus to information that supports 

your argument (theory-driven research)
• Conveniently ignore evidence that challenges your 

predetermined conclusions
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“Consequences” is a moral judgement



(No credible evidence)

“Consequences” is still a moral judgement

Radical=extreme,  let’s see how “extreme” it is 



With an increase in 7 drinks per week, a jump between -5% (ie: 
alcohol is protective) and 4% (increased risk) is what the CCSA 
considers “radical”
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Relative risk is a misleading distortion of risk
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All of these conditions have multiple causes 

(A BACTERIAL INFECTION)

CANCER!

BIG MEDIA ATTENTION

MARGINALIZE THE OUTLIERS
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The pesky J curve
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The pesky J curve

If alcohol causes only harm, and abstinence was the least 
harmful, then the line should go up as you go to the right

# of alcohol consumed



The pesky J curve

If alcohol causes only harm, and abstinence was the least 
harmful, then the line should go up as you go to the right

Linear growth

(There should be nothing here)

# of alcohol consumed



The pesky J curve

• But what does the bulk of alcohol research on harm 
find?  

• One example (due to time):



Ed Day and James H F Rudd (2019) “Alcohol use disorders and the 
heart” Addiction doi:10.1111/add.14703

Drinking approx. 13 drinks per 
week equals risk from abstinence



Abstinence still 
more harmful



Temperance success = distortions

• Drink=a problem to be managed
• Temperance industry  amplifies and advances 

evidence of harm, while ignoring or downplaying 
evidence of benefits. 







But what about benefits?

• French paradox?
• Socialization?
• Reduced stress and anxiety?
• Address social isolation?
• Creativity and camaraderie?
• ….more?



Image Source: https://www.azquotes.com/quote/435112

Benefits are harder to trace and such research is rarely 
funded. Most research funding examines harms, but that 
doesn’t mean there are no benefits. Just that we don’t have 
the same “quality” of evidence as harm-based research.  



And non-harms are invisible



“We are 
intentionally trying 
to scare people”

So people find harms-based arguments easy to find 

and believe 

and push 



“We are 
intentionally trying 
to scare people”

These distortions need to be revealed and challenged
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